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4i RANSP ORShsRS

by Mark Schulman
A transporter is a device that annihilates matter, transmits
it to a predetermined spot, and reconverts it back into its

original state.

A starship's transporters have an effective range.of just
under 26,000 kilometers (16,000 miles).The main radio signal
which carries the code of how to reconstruct the transported
object, called the carrier beam, is probably produced by a
watt translator.2 A second beam, the power beam,, is produced y
a set of complex electrical circuitry, the main junction cir
cuitry. 3 It is this power beam which carries the actual energy
of the transported object.
The frequencies of.these beams cover
a wide range of radio and subspace bands, ranging, I would esti
mate, from 100 to 10,000 megacycles per second. f

When an object is placed on a transporter platform, and.the
transporter is energized, various frequencies of light are ilred
from the upper platform to the lower.
When they strike an atom,
the photons of the light are absorbed, and the atom is primed to
a higher energy level.
This goes on until the atom ionizes.
Several seconds later scanners begin to read the pattern in which
the object is constructed. A split-second later, magnetic lines,
millions of them, begin streaming down from the top platform.
Once these lines are firmly established (about 5 milliseconds,
say), nuclear particles of anti-matter are fired down along these
lines.
As each anti-matter particle finds its corresponding
particle of matter, they annihilate.
Photons are produced, and
drawn off along these same magnetic lines toward the.bottom
platform.
From here they are carried away to the main junction
circuitry, processed, and transmitted through ohe snip's highgain antenna.
The energy released by such a process is of an astronomical
order.
One 150 lb. man would produce almost 165 billion kilowatt
hours of electricity, enough electrical energy to keep the present
guv United States running for a month, or enough current to
sustain a 100-watt bulb for approximately 1.9 million years
(assuming the bulb lasted that long).
If you were to buy that,
1. Star Trek Writers Guide.

2. Ihe trans tater is basic to many Federation machines, such as ohe
transporter, phaser, and communicator. "Piece of the Action."
3. The transporter failed to operate perfectly in "Doomsday Machine
because of a power-drain in the main junction circuitry.

4. Estimated figures. After some research and several suggestions from
my cousin, Chris Schulman, we arrived at these figures as being the most
likely.

-5it would cost about $3«3 million (rates as of August 1972 from
Florida Power and Light Corp.).

It goes without saying that no present-day circuitry can
handle that amount of current.
However, it is logical to assume
that at our present rate of advancement, we will have such
high-rated circuitry by the Enterprise’s time.
Each individual transporter platform must be set on a dif
ferent frequency.
This does not necessarily mean that each one
has a set frequency.
But no two platforms can simulcaneously
be used on the same frequency.5

On practically all present-day devices, one of the electri
cal poles -- usually the negative pole -- is grounded.
On all
automobiles, the entire metal body of the car is connected to the
negative side of the battery.
Almost every electrical appliance
is grounded, from houses to aircraft, and even real spacecrait.

The raised transporter platform looks good to the television
audience, but it is not just for looks.
It probably serves the
same function of grounding.
The voltage running through the pla
forms is around 170,000 volts.
Even a small current of only a
few amps would place the power level above one million wa
.
stands to reason that starships are grounded, too.
Since the
electrical current runs from the upper platform to the lower,
the lower platform is positive.
The floor, bein^ grounded, is
negative. Were anyone to touch both the
ground and the ener
gized lower platform, he would probably light up like a light
bulb filament and dissolve quickly into a pile of.ask®s* .
t
seems logical to assume that the raised platform is an efficient
insulator designed to keep personnel from such an accident.

According to The Making of Star Trek, there are eleven
transporters on a starship: four are the familiar
7$ * .n.
the main operational ones and the only ones shown on Star Trek ,
there are also two cargo transporters and five 22transporters.
The last are used only in emergencies, for abandoning
porters
ship; the power drain is enormous and can result in a crippiea
ship.$

When an object is to be beamed to another place
say,
perhaps, a planet surface -- the transporter is locked on a few
feet above the surface. As the first few atoms and molecules are
transformed back into matter, they re-gain a finite weight.
This
weight pulls them down towards the planet surface.
As the other

$. So that if, as in "Tholian Web," only three different -transporter
frequencies were open, only three people could be beamed aboard.
6. Starfleet must place extremely strict regulations on what is consi
dered an emergency. Drawing that much current could probably burn out
both the ship’s and the transporter’s dilithium crystals in nothing flat.
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molecules appear and are
joined onto these first
molecules, in effect the
whole beam is lowered to
the surface.
Objects must
be beamed to a point a
little above the desired
point to allow a margin
for error,, to avoid
having the object materi
alize too low and wind up
halfway in solid rock,
doing, no doubt, great
damage to both object and
rock.
This, clearly, is
the reason why landing
parties always choose to
beam into a large, open
area.
As mentioned in
"Day of the Dove,"
intra-ship beaming is
dangerous because of the
chance of materializing
inside a bulkhead.
The idea of anti
matter involved in this
process invites specula
tion in several areas.
Some scientists believe that the universe originated from a
single particle, called a "unIverson." It immediately split -bv some unspecified process -- into two equal yet opposite
particles: a "cosmon1' and an "anti-cosmon." The cosmon became
the world we know; the anti-cosmon became a world of anti-matter.7

In order to be completely annihilated into energy, matter
..n/'. anti-matter must be mixed in equal proportions. .Energy, is
neutral in relation to matter or anti-matter, so it is difficult
to see how the transporter differentiates the two.
In other
words, what is to keep a person from materializing as anti-matter
instead of matter? Furthermore, it could be that an object
could materialize not only as anti-matter, but could materia
lize in the anti-cosmos.
Obviously, the carrier beam is able to
differentiate exactly between matter and anti-matter.
However,
strong interference with the carrier beam might change that.
Such may have been the case in "Mirror, Mirror."
7 Information from the Atomic Energy Commission; reprint from
Scientific American.
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When working with a machine of the transporter’s capabili
ties, many interesting possibilities present themselves.
Perhaps
one -- or both -- of the beams could be knocked into other dimen
sions of space, causing conditions which allow transport through
time.
Such may have been the case in "City on the Jidge o_
or
ever."
It is even conceivable that the transporter can add mole
cules onto objects, as atoms are added to crystals, to ma e
grow.
Such an effect could account for Apollo’s ability i
expand and contract his size in "Who Mourns for Adonais.

There are problems to be overcome in designing a
ran p
ter.
Just for a moment, let's say you are a transporter,
see the captain heading for the transporter pla tiorm.
you aren't paying particular attention to him.
c
neer is programming into you the co-ordinates ox w ere
_
the captain.
There must be three co-ordinates, to cerine a
point in three-dimensional space.
For insuanc6,
■
P
the surface of Gideon had the co-ordinates b75-°2°-u^
875-020-709.
A small section of you is busy locating the given co-ordi
nates.
Suddenly’you feel a tingle.
You've turned on
captain starts to glitter.
Now you must ^member everything you
"
the smallest forgotten detail could be death for the
"see";
His atoms start to sparkle.
Every time an at m
captain.
the light it gives off tells you what kind it is, how
sparkles
it's arranged, its energy level, etc.
And you remei ।
>
in the section of the ship's computer which is set asid
As each layer of the captain s ooay
exclusively for your use.
a new layer to be ionized, memorized,
is annihilated, it reveals
a nd dema t e ria 1 i z e d.
What do you do now? When you remateri
He moved.
But wait!
planet surface, should you put him the way he
alize him on the
How do you figure out the oefore
was before or after he moved?
(or before)?
(or after) positions for atoms you only saw a^er jor
oeiore;
Our captain is in trouble.
He's in
t0
hold still.
The heart beats; blood circulates, electrical
were viewed
impulses travel along nerves.
(If_a nerve
i---- _impulse
.
perhaps
it would
in several places as it traveled along a nerve
be amplified many times in transmission.. A slight itch on .he
ship, felt all along the nerve could be insufferaole pain after
materializing on the planet surface.)

The whine which is heard when the transporter is started
must be the sign of a paralysis field which ireezes all motion
in the field -- nerves, muscles, glands, etc.
Another obvious problem would be pressure.
If the subject
in the transporter room has an internal pressure 01 14 ibs per

-8square inch, he's going to be at 14 p.s.i. when he materializes
on the planet surface.
Only thing is, what if the pressure on
the planet surface isn't 14 p.s.i.? It is logical to assume that
the sensors can measure surface pressure and that the transporter
has a computer program to compensate for pressure changeo.

Since the carrier beam is an electro-magnetic radio wave
(which is both amplitude and frequency modulated), it theoreti
cally can be jammed, altered,
and otherwise tampered with.
And
that is probably exactly what happened in The Gamesters ox
Triskelion." The Trlskelions must have altered the carrier wave
so as to have the landing party materialize on Triskelion.
they
must also have added power to the power beam to increase its
range.
An unusual condition of the transporter is called ''transit. "
The subject is neither on the platform, nor at his destination.
He is somewhere in between.
In a sense, he is everywhere in
between.
During transportation, the matter really consists of
nothing more than the power contained in the power oeam and the
information in the carrier beam.
The carrier beam can be taped,
and replayed any time, and the power in the power beam can be
stored in dilithium crystals.
There is a power loss, which must
constantly be made up, so the time a person could be held in
transit is limited.
The Klingons in "Day of the Dove were held
in transit, while the Enterprise crew was allowed to materialize.
In "The Enemy Within," it was probably a malfunction during
transit which produced two "Kirks," a good one and an evil
counterpart.
"What worries me, " McCoy said, in James Blish's Spoc_k Must
Die, "is whether I'm myself anymore.
I have a horrible suspicion
tra't I'm a ghost.
And that I've been one for maybe as long as
twenty years...THE question is, of course, the soul.
If it
exists, which I know no more about than the next man.
When I was
first reassembled by that damnable machine, did my soul, if any,
make the crossing with me -- or am I just a reasonable au^omucon?
McCoy's dilemma merits some thought (a remarkable achievement
for Blish).* After all, after the first dematerialization, the
original body is destroyed.
Then a machine -- the transporter -puts together atoms and molecules in exactly the same arrangomen
that the man was before he died.
Those atoms and molecules tnen
begin to function just as the original person did.
But, as
McCoy said, "I am, by definition, not the same man who went into
a transporter for the first time twenty years ago.
I am a construct made by a machine after the image of a dead man.

* Actually, such metaphysical arguing between characters is probably what
Blish has always done best (as in his Hugo-winner, Case of Conscience) . — RB

8 James Blish, Spock Must Die (®ew York: Bantam, 1970), Chapter I, pp. 1,
5, 6.

McCoy has always had a thing about the transporter.
Natur
ally, anything McCoy dislikes, Spock likes.
Their feud produced
an amusing exchange in "Obsession. 11 An anti-matter bomb had
just been exploded, and at the same time Kirk and Ensign Garrovick were beamed up; the transporter platforms lit up, but no
one materialized:

McCOY: Do something!
SPOCK (adjusting the transporter): We are, Doctor.
(turns a few dials)
Cross-circuiting to "A."
(A small patch of shimmering lights appear over
the platforms.)
SCOTT: Got 'em...a piece of 'em, anyway.
SPOCK: Cross-circuiting to "B."
McCOY: Crazy way to travel -- spreading a man's
molecules all over the universe!
(Slowly two human forms materialize.)
SCOTT: Captain!
Thank heavens...
SPOCK: Mr. Scott, there was no deity involved. ,it
was my cross-circuiting to "B" that recovered them.
McCOY: Well, then thank pitchforks and pointed
ears...as long as it worked!
KIRK: That's a fair statement, Bones.
Several years ago, a number of scientists came up with a
theory of what they named tachyons, nuclear particles that
travel faster than the speed of light.
Within a few years,
they were found.
Since it is the carrier beam which ultimately limits the
transporter's range to 26,000 kilometers, the range could oe
increased if the carrier beam could be increased.
If the beam
were made of tachyons, it might increase this range ten-xoid.
So far, the Federation does not have such a transporter.
Perhaps
Gary Seven's instructors had a tachyon transporter, considering
that in "Assignment: Earth," he was beamed to Earth _rom a
least a thousand light years away." However,.the script does
not offer any definite evidence to back up this suggestion.

It seems possible that a transporter doesn't even,need a
live person to reproduce an individual.
Images of Losira,
apparently solid ("That Which Survives"), and an image, 01
Landru, looking non-solid, however ("Return of the Arcnons ;,
reproduced at least some of their originals-' personalities,
and could evidently be made to appear, as if by a transporter
process, wherever their computers desired.
The Federation does
not seem to have the technical capability to store and reproduce
an individual — perhaps the ethical and legal problems involved
have discouraged them from trying.

-10The existence of transporters on the ships suggests many
possibilities in Federation daily life.
For instance:
Public transportation is obviously fantastic.
Depending on
the relative expense, a visit (via transporter) could be as easy
as a phone call.
A central transporter station at the tele
phone office could allow people to transport anywhere on a world
-- or off the world, using space-station relays.^

Medicine, too, would be improved.
Some brain tumors todayare fatal because they can't be removed without cutting through
vital surrounding tissue. With the transporter, a minia urn
waldo-scalpel would be inserted to detach the tumor, ano unen
both scalpel and tumor transported out without damage to tne
surrounding tissues. A starship's transporters could never do
anything so delicate, of course.
That's like expecting a BB gun
to plaster an elephant.

Mail could be sent more quickly, and perhaps more cheaply,
by transporter than by any other means.
Given the appropriate
relays, any piece of mail could be sent anywhere within our
solar system in four hours or less.1®
Of course, a letter in
which only the message is important, could be taped and sent
out over radio, or sub-space radio.
But packages sureiy are
sent by transporter, unless it is over vast distances, in which
case cargo ships take over.
Devices such as transporters have long been a dream of
science fiction writers.
Perhaps someday it will be possioie
to actually construct them.

9 The telephone service of the Federation must be interesting. Naturally,
it's all pictu-phones — something like the Enterprise's sound plus viewscreen
communications. Perhaps there are no toll charges except on out-of-pianet
calls.

10 If the beam travels at the speed of light, it would take four hours to
go from Neptune to Pluto when they are on opposite sides of the sun, a .
distance of approximately 6.U7 billion miles. This is, of course, assuming
that no other planets are discovered besides the nine we now Know, though
it seems that some scientists may be on to a tenth one.
a final footnote: Thanks to Kuth German for helping develop some points,
and a terrific -thanks to Jacqueline Fichtenberg for her help in the cccllection of these theories.-
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^YRANO'S Ballade
by Ruth Berman

Lfy namesake tossed off poetry
While flashing swords would cut and
hack
And, last, he skewered his enemy,
Stabbed, on the last line, front to
back.
But his accomplishments I lack.
I could not strike (except with dag
gers of the mind), so I must pack
Lfy tribbles in an old kit-bag.
It really isn't fair to me
To make me pace this tribbled track
Clearing the floor unendingly
(Spock's calculations were a frac
tion off: I'll never get the sack,
Because each time that I can snag
A beast it leaves behind a stack
Of little tribbles still to bag).

| "Oh, call it job security,"
' Kirk says, "You'll make the floors im
mac
ulate" — Aye! in a century.
But I won't wait. I have a knack
For quick eseape: guards will grow
slack,
I'll get some help (I never brag),
And soon I will not have to pack
Up tribbles in an old kit-bag.

I

rf'ENVOI:
James Kirk, I won’t stay on the rack.
My old friend, Harry Mudd, will drag
Me from this doom, and then we'll pack
These tribbles into your kitr-bag.

12M IND
1 UNNELS OF AN 11MPRISONED
Uy Garmen Carter
A multi-colored quanotric swooped down into the garden, its
brilliant feathers trailing in the air like a fractured rambo .
Settling on a marble bench with a lazy flap, the quanotric
swivelled its orange eye around the ground in search °f J^les.
A soft puff of wind ruffled its down and moved on to swing the
hanging vines that clung among the salfour trees.
The quanotric
gave a throaty chuckle.
Hopping onto the grass below jtspereh,
it snapped a squirming jertle with its scarlet oeak
A quiet
squish, and the jertle disappeared completely.
The scarlet oeak
commenced a search through the blades of grass when a fain
sound stopped it.
Squawking angrly, the quanotric flapped it
wings and flew hurriedly into the spreading oranches of the
nearest salfour Just as two figures appeared among the trees.

The men were dressed in pale green garments of a silky cloth
that glittered in the sun.
Their cushioned shoes made little
sound against the white flagstones that marked a path through
the garden.
"A quanotric," observed Spock, gazing up with interest at
the bird.
The quanotric merely squawked reproachfully and eyeo
the Vulcan from the safety of its perch.
McCoy sighed.
"I wish we could stay on Silvane longer.
The
more I look, the more there is to see, even after (two weeks.
Besides, I hate to have to get back into uniform.
He fingere
the soft, caressing material that made up his shirt.
Hmm,
maybe I can have my uniform made from this cloth.
"Non-regulation, " said Spock.

"Yeah!" said McCoy with a grin.
The first officer ignored McCoy's comment and went to
investigate an orange stalk-like plant.
They had been informed
that the garden was a public one and as such cleared of any
dangerous plant life, so he was free to satisfy his curiosi y
without the precautionary methods usually needed.
McCoy was
about to follow when a colorful splotch caught his eye.

By the side of a marble bench was a beautiful flower 01 pale
lavender, its long delicate petals_spread in a graceful fan
shape.
McCoy stepped onto the springy carpet of grass and
approached the plant carefully. A sweet, irresistibly beautiful
aroma surrounded it like an aura, and he drew in an appreciative
Kneeling beside it, he cent over to
breath of the fragrance,
Gently lifting the petals, he glimpsed
examine it more closely.
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the half-hidden body
of the plant.
Its
bulbous form exhi
bited a thick
covering of pur
plish spines.

McCoy quickly
drew back his hand
before he touched
any of the needle
points.
But
suddenly, the
plant seemed to
explode. Dozens
of sliverlike
darts sprayed out
against his legs
and feet.

"Hey!" he
yelled out in
surprise, and
sprang away.
Snock turned around at the exclamation and strode over to
find McCoy standing away from the flower, shaking purple h^les
off his clothes.
Looking up, McCoy grinned wryly.
Friendly
little thing, isn't it?"

"Doctor," said Spock,_"Plants do not harbor feelings of
either geniality or animosity.

the last spine, McCoy straightened.
"Compared
Picking off
Rigellian cactus is downright lovable.
to you, Spock, a
"If by that comment you mean to pimply that I am not
'lovable,' I welcome the comparison."
"Oh, and I — "
A shrill beeping interrupted the doctor's
The Vulcan pulled a communicator from a pocket in his shirt
and flipped open the grid.
Spock here.

up

"Kirk here Mr. Spock.
The supply delay has been cleared
and we should b^ ready to leave in a few hours, so I suggest

that you and Bones return now.

"Affirmative, Captain," said Spock.
"Well, so much for a great vacation," grumbled McCoy
pleasantly as they turned to stroll back.

-14"I would be more inclined to call it a waste of time.
you humans did not have such a delicate nature

If

"I swear.. Spock, when we get back on board ship I'm going to
plug you into the computer where you'll feel at home.

Their voices faded away as they moved into the distance.
With a satisfied trill, the quanotric fluttered down.
Carefully
avoiding the purple spines scattered on the ground, it continued
its interrupted search for Jertles.
*

*

*

"Here are the tapes you wanted, Mr. Spock," said Nurse
Chapel, placing a stack of cartridges on the library room table.
"Thank you, Nurse," said Spock without lifting his eyes
from the viewscreen before him.

McCoy came up behind Chapel, his hands full of tapes also.
"You know, it's almost worth the trouble of^searching these tapes
all morning Just to have the satisfaction of knowing your
computer brain forgot where something was.
Spock's eyebrows twitched in slight annoyance.
'Doctor, I
consider it a feat of memory to have remembered there.was
information on diseases related to Digron scitolisis in the
library. Besides, you are supposed to be the doctor on board
this ship, not I."

Miffed, McCoy started to put down his tapes, only to acci
dentally knock Spock's stack to the floor.
Grumbling, he bent
down to pick them up and succeeded in sweeping his off the table
as well.

"I suggest more caution if we are to finish within the next
day," remarked Spock, still absorbed in his viewer.

McCoy's face flushed pink, and he slammed the cartridges
back on the table.
After a brief scuffle with a recalcitrant
chair, he eased himself next to a desk viewer.
He picked up the
nearest tape and attempted to insert it into a slot.
Still
angry, he missed the slot and Jammed his thumo instead.
Stifling
a curse, McCoy contemplated going back to bed to start the.day
over.
However, with a second careful effort he inserted his
tape.
Before long he, too, was absorbed in reading.

Several hours passed by in silence.
The only sounds were
the almost inaudible humming of the ship's machinery and the
occasional click of changing tapes.
The door to the room slid
open, and Chapel looked in.
Both Spock and McCoy were still
hunched over the viewers, oblivious to their surroundings.
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"Dr. McCoy," called the nurse.
He stirred slightly, but it wasn't until her second call
that he pulled his concentration away from, his screen.

"You have an appointment in ten minutes."
"Oh, thank you." Wearily, McCoy stretched back in his
chair.
"Hey, Spock!
We'd better stop for now.
I've been at
this so long my fingers are numb."

"Very well, Doctor," replied Spock, flicking off his viewer.
"I, too, have other business." He rose smoothly, without the
slightest indication of stiffness.
McCoy rose also, and pushing his chair aside, took a step
towards the door.
He fell spread-eagle to the floor ms ea

"Doctor!" cried out Chapel in alarm.
"I'm all right," snapped McCoy.
"Just tripped,^that's all.
He started to push himself up from the. floor, tnen suoppe •
For a still moment he remained frozen, then announced,
1 can
move my legs."

*

see.

*

*

Mbenga lifted the tweezers up to the light for everyone to
Gripped between the tips was a thin, purplish spine an

inch long.
"This may be the cause of your trouble, Doctor,"said Mbenga
and moved to the head of the examining table where McCoy lay.
Kirk and Spock came up to inspect it, also.

McCoy scrutinized the sliver closely and nodded. A spine
from a plant on Silvane.
It shot quite a few 01
at me
yesterday, but I didn't feel this one go in.
He frowned.
The
inct that I didn't feel it in my foot is a pretty good indication
of how fast the poison works.
Get a message off to Si vane
and ask for all the information they have on it.
Spock, can you
describe the plant for him?" he asked.
With a nod,

Spock turned, and he and Mbenga headed out the

door of sick-bay.
McCoy glanced up at the captain.

"Don't look so worried,

Jim," he chided.

Kirk smiled.
"I guess I'm not used to^seeing my chief
medical officer out of commission instead of me.
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"Hmph,” snorted McCoy.
"I may be flat on my back, but I'm
not out of commission.
My arms and legs are numb, not my brain.
"Nurse.1" he yelled. "Call someone in here to get me off this
examining table and on to a bed.
Then bring me the test results
on that Digron scitolisis case.
Let's get some work done around
here.' "
*
*
*

Uhura tensed, then sent her fingers flying over the communi
cations board.
"The message from Silvane is coming in, Captain.'
"Relay to main view screen and record, Lieutenant," said

Kirk.
An image appeared on the front screen of the bridge.
Kirk
was startled to see that it was the planet's Secretary of Federa
tion Affairs.
This matter was more important than he had sus
pected.
The man before him began to speak.
"Captain Kirk, I offer my deepest regrets over the accident
which befell your medical officer here on Silvane -- though they
will be of little help now."

Kirk felt himself go cold.

The secretary's face was grim as he continued.
"The plant
which poisoned Dr. McCoy was supposedly eradicated from this
planet years ago.
It seems we were not as thorough as we thought,
and a spore survived.
This is the first case reported in fif
teen years.
"All information and data on the Spicuane will be sent after
this message, but there isn't much.
The poison causes a tempo
rary paralysis lasting approximately a month or more.
Since you
found the spine early, the paralysis should not be longer than a
few weeks." The man paused before his next statement.
"However,
the spine also brings a permanent insanity.
All attempts to
discover what chemical in the spines causes this madness have
failed.
"I will make a full report of this Incident to Star Fleet
at once.
Silvane will accept full responsibility.
Goodby,
Captain. "

The secretary's image faded and was replaced by the data
findings on the plant.
Silence had settled over the bridge -Sulu and Chekov at the helm with solemn faces, Uhura fighting
back tears.
Try as he might, Kirk could not concentrate on the
data before him.
Meaningless symbols rolled over the viewscreen
in a confused blur.
Yet Spock and Mbenga stared intently at the
flow of medical and chemical information with a look of deter-
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mined concentration.
As the data
stream finally came to an end,
Mbenga reached down to the library
panel and pulled out a recording
cartridge.

"I'd better get this to
sick-bay."
Kirk shook himself out of his
initial shock.
"There's a chance
for a cure?"

"The last research on this
plant was done fifteen years ago,
Captain," said Mbenga.
"I'll be
damned if we can't do better than
that now."
He
McCoy watched the last figures roll by on the screen.
bedside
viewer.
The
doctor's
nodded, and Mbenga switched off the
face was ashen-white, but otherwise showed no personal reaction
to the tape's contents.
"I want full-spectrum analysis on the spine," ordered McCoy.
"Synthesize quantities and start lab experimentation on the
effects.
Run what we've got through the computer and add alln
new data as we get it.
See that I get a copy of all reports.

Within an hour, Mbenga and a large, special staff were hard
at work.
Concentrating on the insanity factor first, they worked
through the night, but report after report brought no clue to the
unknown substance that caused the madness.
Late the next afterfew
results
of the laboratory experimentation on
noon, a
animals were achieved.
"Short-term paralysis with small quantities of the poison
brings a£ut ™ adverse reactions."
Shaking his.head Mbenga
6
- •
"Whatever the cause is, it needs
puzzled over the new data,
If we could stop the paralysis somehow,
time to affect the mind.
it might help us to observe the effects, but we haven't found a
way to do that, either.
It may be days before we get any more
results."
"At its present rate the paralysis will be complete in a few
hours.
Maybe sooner." McCoy moved his head -- the only part of
his body he could move now -- and gazed at
- - the light
-purple tinge
of his skin.
Hour after hour he had watched it advance ove his
limbs.
"But keep at it.
I want an answer found even if it s
too late to do me any good.
There will probably oe more cases.
on Silvane."

-18Christine Chapel came up to his bed.
"Doctor, you've oeen
working all day.
You've got to get some rest, and that's fina ,
she ordered.
McCoy put up no verbal resistance.
With Mbenga s
help, Chapel lowered him down from his propped-up position and
rearranged the cushions under his head.

"There now,

that should...."

Slowly, her voice began to fade away.
Lights began to dim.
A strange sensation took hold of McCoy -- it was as if he had
been turned off, his energy was draining away.
He was left alone
to float in a sea of oblivion: no light, or sound, or feeling.
Only a solitary spark of consciousness remained.

THE PARALYSIS IS COMPLETE, he thought.
I'M ALL ALONE...
WHEN WILL I GO MAD?
OR PERHAPS I'M MAD ALREADY? A sudden panic
assailed him, a swaying, blind fear.
Somehow, he forced it away.
THIS IS A SURE WAY TO INSANITY IF I KEEP ON.
I MUST CONCENTRATE
ON SOMETHING ELSE.
I CAN FIGHT OFF THE MADNESS IF I JUST
CONCENTRATE HARD ENOUGH.
He started with his earliest memories.
Earth.
Back home
in Georgia.
That Christmas when he was four...his fifteenth
birthday and a beautiful new flyercraft...a growing interest in
medicine...papa's funeral...medical school...Joanna and....

The memories grew too painful.
HOW LONG HAS IT BEEN? he wondered.
A FEW HOURS, DAYS?
There was no way to tell.
The ever-present nothing surrounded^
him, emptier than space.
I MUST CONCETRATE.'
He started with A
in the medical files and tried to recall all the entries:

...Bromalgan -- dark, red splotches, nausea, caused by a
microbe from...Gavatrix...use ten cc's of triglyceraol ...Miafyl
..discovered by Salmer...Andorian biologist...Ricorex...fever,
chills...treat with...treat with...with...
*

*

*

The panel indicator jumped for the third time and then
settled back.

"The brain wave patterns are beginning to show slight
deviations."
"Is he going mad already?"
"No, not yet, Captain.
It's been 24 hours since the
paralysis took over, and this is the first irregularity we've
„
seen.
But we haven't made any more progress on experimentation.
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McCoy's footsteps echoed loudly in the empty corridors.
The surroundings were familiar -- it was the
but
something was wrong, very wrong -- something more tnan Just tne
abandoned rooms, the silent intercom.
Yet he couldn't think what
it wasj the elusive answer stayed out of reach.

WHERE IS EVERYONE?
'’Hello!" he called out again, as he had
before, over and over.
The echo bounced back and.forth between
the walls, traveling farther and farther away, going ever deeper
into the entrails of the ship.
No answer.
Suddenly the very wrong something became apparent.
It wa.
in him.
His body was still and quiet -- no feel of a beating
heart, no rush of air through his chest.
He wasn't breatmng.
He felt for his pulse -- there was none.

I MUST BE DEAD!

BUT WHY HERE?

WHY ALL ALONE?

I CAN'T

REMEMBER AN ATTACK ON THE SHIP.

McCoy continued down the corridor until he found a turbo
elevator, its doors open.
Stepping in, he called out,
brioge
The doors snapped shut, and the slightest quiver and whining
marked the movement sideways, then upward.
With a gentle oump
it stopped.
Sweeping open, the elevator doors revealed the abandoned
bridge.
Blinking lights flashed across the faces oi the computers°that lined the walls.
Humming softly to themselves,
ignored the intruder that crossed the deck.
The viewscreen, were
gray, dead.

I'D PETTER FIND OUT WHAT'S GOING ON.
McCoy approached a computer and pushed a few buttons.
Nothing happened.
The blinking, flashing lights continued with
out change.
Puzzled, the doctor tried another sequence, then
another/ Still no response.
Angrily, he slammed his fist.across
a row of buttons and switches.
The computer continued re ignore
him.
Stalking over to Spock's library station, McCoy attempted
to work the sensors and bring life to the viewscreens.
The senand
the
screens
remained
sors spit back a meaningless Jumble,
blind.

THEY'RE DOING THIS ON PURPOSE.
NOW THEY THINK THEY'LL GET REVENGE,
lie prepared to leave the bridge.
The turbo-elevator was gone.

THEY'VE ALWAYS HATED ME, AND
WELL, THEY WON'T.
Turning,

• 20Where the doors had been was now a smooth; metallic wall
gleaming softly in the dim light.
He was surrounded; and there
was no way out.
The flashing, blinking lights around him seemed
to grow in intensity and tempo -- brighter and brighter, faster
and faster, around and and around the room.
The humming was
growing louder and higher. And the walls...the walls were
closing in...
*

*

*

"You’ve found the substance?" asked Kirk anxiously.
Spock and Mbenga stood before him in McCoy's office.

Both

"No," replied Mbenga.
"I don't believe there is a sub
stance in the Spicuane which causes insanity."
"What do you mean? You just said that the indicators show
that McCoy's going mad!"
"He is beginning to show aberrations of his mental pro
cesses, " confirmed Spock.
"However, they are not due to uhe
poison of the spine."
"Spock -- !"

Mbenga quickly interrupted to explain.
"We have checked
thoroughly, and there is no chemical in the spine which can cause
insanity.
However, our lab experimentation revealed that the
Snicuane paralyzes the nervous system -- it cuts off the sub
ject's ability to move or even to feel.
In effect, the subject
is deprived of sensation.
And that, it seems, is the answer -we think."
"I don't follow," said Kirk.

"It's an old field of research -- work done in the latter
part of the 20th century on Earth.
Volunteers were padded with
cushions and placed in sound-proof rooms where all sensory
impressions -- sight, sound, touch -- were stopped.
The results
were hallucinations, delusions, a temporary insanity.

"Temporary? "
"Yes," said Spock and took up the narrative.
"But the
experimental duration lasted only for a few days; Dr. Mc^oy has
been isolated two days, and unless a cure can be found for the
paralysis he may remain this way for two or three weeks: enough
time/perhaps, to make the insanity permanent."

"Then we're no

closer to helping Bones than before.

II
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"I'm sure we'll have a
counter-acting chemical to the paralysis within days, maybe hours.
Until then...." He looked towards the science officer.

"Until then," continued Spock,
"What!

"I can use a mlnd-meld."

And risk both of you going mad?"

"There is a certain amount of danger involved, but the
probability of success is within the range of acceptability.
is his only chance."

It

Spock's voice was calm and even, but Kirk felt the hidden
undercurrent of deep concern: his only chance.
Kirk nodded his
agreement.

*

*

*

Faster...brighter. ..faster and faster...colors...humming...
louder...flashing...the walls... faster...faster... the walls...
closer...colors...brighter...closer...closer...closer....
"McCoy!"

-22The walls retreated.
The blinking, flashing colors slowed
and quieted down.
Stars appeared amid a black velvet backdrop
on the viewscreens.
The Enterprise was floating calm and serene
through space.

McCoy looked up and found Spock kneeling over him.
The
doctor struggled to his feet and steadied himself on the arm of
the command-chair.
Glancing around the bridge -- still deserted
but functioning normally -- McCoy grinned.
"The computers
always liked you." Then he paused and frowned.
"But what are
you doing here? Are you dead, too?"
"No, I am not dead, and neither are you, Doctor."
"I must be!" insisted McCoy.
"Can't you see that?" His
eyes began to wander across the bridge.
"Those machines... if
you hadn't come they would have...."
"Would have what?" asked Spock.
kill you if you are dead."

"Killed you?

McCoy grew confused by Spock's statement.
lonely..." he said.
"So very lonely...."

They can't

"But it's so

The walls began to dissolve, and all matter began to swirl
and blur....
*
*
*

Spock slumped over the bed before Kirk or Mbenga could catch
him.
Dazed, the first officer shook his head as he tried to
adjust to his surroundings .
"Are you all right?" questioned Mbenga worriedly.
"Yes," answered Spock.
He was silent for a moment.
"I made
the contact just in time.
Unfortunately, though, I miscalculated
the effects of one of my statements and set off a new train of
thought.
The switch was too fast for me, and I lost him momen
tarily.
I'll have to return."

*

*

*

McCoy tried to stand still and get his bearings, but the
rushing, jolting crowd kept pushing him forwards, making him bob
around like a stick among the waves of the sea, this way,
then that.
Tall people, short people, all colors and shapes,
strode past him, but all had the same bland, expressionless faces.
And they kept shoving and moving around him -- cold and alien
despite their human features.
Then he saw her
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recognize that hair, that special walk anywhere.
"Wait!" he cried out and tried to fight his way towards h^r.
But the rushing crowd kept moving him away, tripping and blocking
him.
I MUSTN'T LOSE HER!
Step by step he battled his way against
the human stream, losing sight of her for heart-stopping seconds,
then spotting her again as the crowd shifted and flowed.
IM
GETTING CLOSER, he thought, when a firm hand grasped his arm and
him.
He struggled to break loose, but Spock's grip hardened.
"Let me go,
in anger.

Spock!

I've got to reach her," McCoy cried out

"You mustn't, Doctor.
Stay back.
I can get you to the
Enterprise," said Spock.
"Come back before it is too late.
"No, I can't go without her.

"Reach who?

I have to reach her.'

Who is she?"

McCoy searched his memory for her name, but couldn't find
"Let me
That didn't matter, though -- he would find out.
it.
go! " He wrenched free.
The crowd had thinned away, and he saw her walking across a
plaza.
He began running, boots pounding against the hard pave
ment.
He drew closer; his hand stretched out and touched her
shoulder, pulling her around.

She had no face.

*

*

*

"How can you be sure this will break the paralysis?'

"We can'u, buu there's no time to experiment with it."

"And Spock won't know you've injected the serum?"

"No. "
*

*

*

Acrid smoke filled the air.
Dust fell from the walls as the
building shook during each thunderous roar.
Lighting the room
with an unnatural glare, the explosives scattered over and.around;
yet the ancient, stone structure stood firm.
How, McCoy didn t
stop to wonder.
Groans and cries inside the room competed against the sounds
of war outside.
The wounded, the dying, were on the floor -- in
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corners, against
walls, anywhere
there was space,
until there
wasn't any more.
And still the
wounded came.
McCoy's
shoulders sagged
in defeat as he
gazed down at the
man lying before
him, scarcely
more than a boy.
He was bleeding
in several places
from imbedded
shell fragments,
but there was
nothing McCoy
could do.

The bandages were all gone now.
So was the medicine.
If
the loss of blood didn't kill the boy, infection would -- if
shock didn't get him first.
Two men with a stretcher stumbled through the door.
injury, and all McCoy could do was watch him die.

Another

Spock allowed the stretcher to pass by, then moved ./O che
doorway and looked out.
He recognized the setting; this was
Tallon V, and McCoy had been on the planet during their civil
war,
nearly ten years ago.
It had been a fierce and bloody
incident -- a mixture of modern, technologlcal-warfaia weapons
and ancient stone defenses.
A whirring buzz split the air as a blue fireball hit a
building nearby. With a shaking blast the structure vaporized,
sending stone fragments flying through the air.
Instinctively,
Spock ducked back from the opening, but not before he felt a
sharp impact against his arm.
Looking down, he stared in surprise at the greenish patch of blood spreading on his sleeve.
He
was wounded:
But McCoy's delusions should have no effect on him.

"Spock!" yelled the doctor.
"Get away from that door.
The
last thing I need is for you to get hurt, also." McCoy went back
to his work, if only to comfort the dying.

With an effort of concentration, Spock forced his wound away,
trying to shake the influence of McCoy's mind.
Slowly, the patch
grew lighter and lighter, then disappeared.
No sign of injury
was left.
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stronger.
If he wasn't careful McCoy could gain control over
him.
There was little chance left of helping the doctor while
he himself was growing weaker from the strain of continuing the
mind contact.
Yet Spock knew that if he broke the link there
would be no coming back -- McCoy would slip into insanity for
certain.

Another blast rocked the building, shaking loose a shower of
rubble from the ceiling.
Disgusted, McCoy knocked the fragments
and dust from his head and kneeled to brush them from a man
huddled on the floor.
There was no need -- the man,was deaa.
With a cry of rage and frustration McCoy jumped to his ieeu.

"I need bandages, medicine!
What's the use of bringing me
these peoole if I can't do anything for them?
He turned to
e
Vulcan.
’’Spock! We've got to do something.
They're dying all
around me while I'm just standing here doing nothing., _ m a
doctor, I could save these people if I just had enougn
supplies...."

Wave after wave of anguish and pain rolled over him, mount
ing and mounting until the pressure was too great to wishstan .

The world exploded in a flash of light.

Floating, no up or down. White, misty fog -- not wet or
dry -- without substance.
Cold -- the cold of a vacuum, o
nothing, of oblivion.
Floating.
McCoy was.

He was, and nothing more.

Floating.

A hand drifted into his line of vision -- his hand.
The
edges were blurred and indistinct againsu the fog.
me
an
sides of the fingers were slowly drifting, melting away,to become
one with the mist.
Perhaps the rest of him was dissolving, a^so.
McCoy wasn't interested, he just was.
*

*

*

Kirk stared in helpless frustration at the erratically
jerking indicator of the panel.
Below it stood Spocx, his body
locked in a rigid pose, hands spread on McCoy's head.

"We can't leave him there any longer!" exploded Kirk.
Mbenga shook his head.
"There's no way we can break the
contact without damage to both Mr. Spock and Dr. McCoy.
It must
be severed from within."
"And if it isn't?" said Kirk.
"They both go insane, and
Spock spends the rest of this voyage in a ^catatonic stam propped
up against that bed like a marble statue."
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Mbenga bit back a sharp reply.
The long, anxious vigil was
beginning to strain both of them.
"What would you have me do,
sir?
I'm no telepath. Neither is anyone else on this ship.
And only a trained, skilled telepath can help them."
With a tired sag of his shoulders, Kirk nodded agreement.
"Yes, I know you're right, Doctor.
It's just that we're so...
helpless." He turned to the bed where McCoy lay.
'If we can't
break the contact, what can we do until we reach port and get a
telepath?"
"Not much," admitted Mbenga.
He paused a moment.
There is
one thing, though.
It's worth a try."
Reaching into a drawer,
he pulled out a hypo.
"This is a stimulant...."
*

*

*

With an effort, Spock made out the blurred outline of his.
arm.
Almost imperceptibly its edges were smoothing away, growing
faint in the clogging mist.
This was more than just a delusion -- this was the true,
beginning of insanity, McCoy's insanity.
Soon it would be his,
too, for he was losing control.
This time, instead of following
McCoy's train of thought, Spock had been pulled along, into the
melting fog.
His hardest efforts had only slowed its disinte
grating effect.
In fact, he hadn't enough power.to end the
mind-contact now.
And once he drifted apart entirely there would
be no breaking of mlndsj they would be as one — one mind sunk in
the depths of unfathomable madness.
If the contact could not be broken, he would have to make
the best use of it that he could.
There was still a chance that
Mbenga had found an antidote to the paralysis, so he must try as
long as possible i?o retain some portion of McCoy's saniuy.

McCoy was close.
Though Spock couldn't see him in the cloak
ing mist, he could feel him.
Spock drew nearer.
A shadowy form
seemed to drift out of the fog in front of the Vulcan --.slowly,
lastly, an unmoving shape that blended with the surrounding wisps.
"Dr. McCoy.'" cried Spock.
But the words that he spoke
sounded small and fell heavily against the dampening emptiness.
A SUBSTANCE WITHOUT SUBSTANCE, thought Spock of the mist.
A
VACUUM FILLED WITH CLOGGING MIST THAT HAS NO MASS.
It was a
contradiction, an impossibility, but It existed here.
Here,
where there would be no logic....

Spock shouted louder.

"Dr. McCoy!"

A flicker of response seemed to pass over the doctor's
features.
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McCoy stirred slightly and tried to speak.
. . .can't.. . . "

"I'm...trying

"But you must, " said Spock. Yet McCoy continued to melt
slowly into the fog, his image growing faint around the edges.
New stimulus was needed, a focal point of concentration. But what?
Suddenly a surge of power overtook the Vulcan.
Energy
returned to his mind.
Somehow Mbenga must be helping, .probably
with a stimulant.
If so, the effects would be short-lived, and
the contact must be ended immediately.
"I must go now," said Spock.

"No!" said McCoy.
please...."

Spock hesitated.
meant....

"If you leave I can’t...concentrate...

He had to end the contact, but doing so

"WHAT IS THE EFFECT, SO FAR?" A voice echoed through the
mist, faint and muffled, as if from far away.

"NONE THAT I CAN TELL, CAPTAIN."
"It's Jim and Mbenga!" exclaimed Spock.
"But how...?"

Realization struck Spock.
"You are hearing them; the para
lysis is wearing off. We've made it, Bones.
You'll oeall
right," said Spock.
"But I must end the contact now while I can.
You won't be needing my help any longer.
Concentrate on the
voices." His image faded away, and McCoy was left alone,
drifting in the mist.
"MBENGA, WHAT'S WRONG?

WHY DID HE COLLAPSE?"

"NOTHING'S WRONG. MR. SPOCK IS SIMPLY SLEEPING.
MIND
CONTACT IS QUITE EXHAUSTING.
ORDERLY, HELP ME GET HIM TO
ANOTHER..."
The voice faded away slightly, but the mist around McCoy was
thinning out.
The cloudy white was becoming lighter.
"LOOK!
THE PURPLE TINT ON THE DOCTOR'S SKIN IS FADING."
The sounds were getting closer, sharper.
McCoy could distinguish
the last voice as Nurse Chapel's.
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The white mist was almost gone now.
billed3 the^
forming instead.
A bright light shone steadily, and filled the
space around him.

"I THINK THERE'S A GOOD CHANCE THAT SPOCK SUCCEEDED.
THEY'RE BOTH VERY DETERMINED MEN."
The forms wavered in and out of.focus before they finaW
solidified.
McCoy found himself gazing out into sick ba^ and
blinked against the unaccustomed glare of the lights.

"Hello Bones." Kirk was standing over one side of his bed;
Mbenga was on the other.
Both leaned over him anxiously.

"Hello, Jim," answered McCoy weakly.
The two men sighed with visible relief.
It s good to have
you back, Doctor." Mbenga studied the diagnostic panel once
more.
"Though it'll probably be a few days oefore you re
completely back to normal. And right now you need rest as much
as our First Officer." He motioned the captain away and dimmed
i;he lights.
"Try and get some sleep." They both left quietly.

The chief surgeon relaxed and breathed deeply -- contentedly
feeling the rise and fall of his chest.
Familiar, reassuring
sounds of the medical department filtered through to his room,
He was alive and safely back on the Enterprise.
But he must be
hallucinating again, because he could swear that was Spock who
got up and started to leave the room, but stopped at the door to
loock back at him -- smiling.
McCoy drifted
into sleep.
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Old-time Article: "Captain Kirk, a Man of Tomorrow"
by John Stanley
((San Francisco Examiner & Chronicle Datebook, March 12, 19$7))

Hollywood
Lights wink red, green and yellow on the intricate controlboard.
All manner of weird electronic noises -- humms, beeps,
buzzes -- fill the bridge as an electric-eye panel slides back to
admit the captain, a handsome alert young officer clad in a ■
tight-fitting uniform of yellow velour and black space trousers.
A zzzzz flows from the comm board and he turns, his face
graven with the weight of command.
He speaks swiftly, confi
dently: "Bridge to Security 054.
Go to capacity alert decks 5
through 13.
All sensors and probing scanners to become- fully
operational. All phaser guns to be set and locked on target.
Mark and move.
Kirk out."
Then to the. navigator: "Mr. Sulu, set a course for Earth
Observation Post on Tarsus IV, stellar co-ordinates five six five
three zero five.
Proceed all ahead full at Warp Factor eight.
*

*

*

A bizarre scene, perhaps, in terms of the 20th Century,.but
projected two hundred years into the future it depicts the kind
of routine one could expect to find on the bridge of a mammoth
starship, cruising through the universe on a five-year search for
new worlds and forms of alien life.
This center of command aboard the USS Enterprise has become
a focal point of action on "Star Trek" (Thursdays at 8:30.on
Channels 4 and 3)> Gene Roddenberry’s gem of science-fiction
which can honestly be called the most off-the-beaten orbit
offering of any.season in memory.
Thanks to the use. of a standardized set of principles which
is basic to the realm of science-fiction, life on.board the
3000,000-ton spacecraft has become a reality within a fantasy.
The vessel's sophisticated weaponry and gadgetry function in.a
consistent, limited way, and therefore seem as real to its time
as machine guns and rockets do to ours.
Roddenberry's promise last summer that we're.taking the
weirdest stuff and making it as believable as possible has been
realised.
Even the main character -- James T. Kirk, Captain, Space
Service, Starfleet Command --has become a "futuristic person
ality as portrayed by William Shatner.
Because Shatner has
labored to make him a well-fleshed individual, Kirk has emerged
a firm symbol of authority who makes mind-boggling decisions.with
the calm efficiency and certainty of a man accustomed to moving
through space at 186,000 miles per second.
Recently, on a Desilu sound stage, Shatner was completing an
episode set on a planet in a distant galaxy which houses the
vortex of time, a gimmick to permit traveling into the.past.
As
usual, the dialogue was cloaked in the pseudo-scientific jargon
of the Enterprise -- with references to memory bank tapes,
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body-analyzing apparatus, the teleporter room (where men are
"energized" and "beamed" from place to place) and more security

Shatner seems to be a fast-paced actor, his train of thought
sharp, his speech fast-flowing.
He is eager to compare his
opinions of certain "Star Trek" episodes with those of others,
and his interest perks up noticeably when his knowledge of
science-fiction is called upon.
"This is not a device of the future ," began Shatner, pointits interior crammed
ing to a towel wrapped around one hand
with ice cubes.
doing a fight sequence this morning and I think I
"We were
'
it.
I'll have it X-rayed later today to find out.
sprained
marvelous
the Inventions man has today?
Isn't it :
the
inventions
of the Enterprise?
"Yes, those are
And
appreciate them,
too,
but
you
must
suspend
disbelief.to
marvelous
For our reality is not your reality.
Our reality is a turbo-lift
Our realitythat goes instantly to any level of the Enterprise,
is the teleportation of matter.
Our reality is the crossing of
space at the speed of light.
"Besides asking for that suspension, we assume a lot of
science-fiction knowledge on the part of our viewers -- we
consider our audience highly sophisticated in terms of future
Because there has been nothing comparable to 1 Star Trek in
the history of television fantasies, said Shatner,
we have had
no precedent to follow.
Thus we have established our own formula
as we progressed.
"We have been fortunate.
Despite some initially clumsy
footwork,
and
despite
the
fact
some of our writers used the
footwork
inevitability of destiny (or external forces).instead of wits to
get the spacemen out of some untenable situations, we have been
renewed and will be back next season on Tuesday nights.
Shatner Insisted that "Star Trek" has enriched itself with
later episodes by better exploiting the entertainment aspects of
science-fiction and by better understanding the interplay among
the main characters.
This emphasis on character has resulted in.a number oi
recurring crew members, the most predominant being Mr. Spock, tne
alien from the planet Vulcan with pointed ears, emotionless green
blood in his veins and uplifted eyebrows.
"Spock," explained Shatner, "is my main foil for it is he
who often suggests I disown my compassion in time of duress.
Despite his lack of humanity, it is with the help of his logic
and strength that I can solve certain dilemmas my command.con
fronts me with.
Kirk and Spock respect each other and this
allows them to function as men of action, unhampered by any petty
jealousies.
"In the case of Dr. McCoy, he is a humanitarian always
appealing to Kirk's basic Instincts of decency.
Thus Kirk.is
torn between these factors -- cold logic (Spock) and humanity
(McCoy) -- and must take a stand somewhere in the middle.
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The Canadian born Shatner has undergone a considerable
change of pace since his early Shakespearean training with the
National Repertory Theater of Ottawa.
He later appeared on
Broadway in a number of diverse plays (including, a 300-year-old
Christopher Marlowe drama) and eventually had many parts in
live TV shows in the 1950s.
,
He has starred in one previous series, "For the People,"
which he felt was was more "esthetic and philosophical" than
entertaining, and recently he was seen in Leslie Nielsen's ■
fantastic "Incubus," the first film to be made entirely in
Esperanto, the Universal language.
Knowing many science-fiction writers personally -- William
Nolan, Harlan Ellison, Robert Bloch, Richard Matheson -- Shatner
feels they are a strange lot, but nonetheless admires their
contribution to the world of fantastic literature.
One of his
favorites (and a close friend as well) was Charles Beaumont, who
recently died at the age of 38 of a rare nerve disease.
In 1961 Shatner and Beaumont traveled into the Deep South to
make "The Intruder," a film on integration.
For his performance
Shatner received a foreign film festival award the following
year.
The film was never put into general release due to complica
tions. over its controversial nature, but it was later exploited
under the misnomer, "I Hate Your Guts," which is obviously a sore
point with Shatner, for he became suddenly quiet for a full
minute, as though reflecting on this effrontery with some inner
grievance.
"Beaumont was a fine writer, " said Shatner, picking up his
line of thought once again.
"An exceptionally imaginative
contributor to a form of fiction that is as fascinating as it is
fantastic.
Especially to our generation.
Because like no
former generation, we have a chance to learn the answers to
questions that s-f poses.
"We can ask, 'Is there life on other worlds? Are flying
saucers for real?' and expect an answer within our life-time....
In a way, science-fietion tries to tell us what history is going
to be like.
It tells us about fiction tomorrow today as though
it were yesterday.
"There is a cliche that applies perfectly here.
The human
race is limited only by its imagination.
The same is true of
' Star Trek. ' "

by coincidence in the dictionary.... or, good news for Capt. Kirk
he' ro (her' 6), n.; pl. -roes (-oz).
1. The principla male
personage, usually of noble character, in a poem, story,
drama, or the like.
2. A person of distinguished valor or ENTERPRISE in danger.
-- Mary Himmelbach

PUZZLE

A. Federation branch headquarters

B. Federation planet,- _V_(2 words)
C. Planet given Nazi culture
D. Temporary tap into Communication
Circuitry, Uhura's chore
E. Federation starship

F. Horta's Concern
G. Is There In Truth ____ (2 words)
H. Main drive of a starship
I. Shuttlecraft shelter

J. Native with a mobster culture
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K. Planet whose rulers wagered for
their pleasure
L. Earth, Vulcan, et al
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M. Persecuted alien from Zeon
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Vaal, a titl'e (2 words)

N.

0. Short"term military unit, usually
6 members or less

P. Episode Title, War & peace theme
(2 words)
Q. Guardians of Charlie X
r.

Person usurped by "Red Jack"

S.

Barrier, galactic boundary

T. New "teer" who sacrificed himself
U. "The

Eden" (2 words)

V. Foes of idle Langs

W. Alternate propulsion system

X. "The

" (2 words)

Y. Trelane liked this
Z. Episode title, vengeance theme
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HOW TO SOLVE: Fill 'in blanks with word you think best'fits each
definition. ’ Each dash represents a square in the diagram, which
is a quotation from a book.
As the squares are filled in, words
and phrases should begin to appear; it should be possible to work
from the diagram to the definitions after filling in a few defi
nitions, so it is not necessary to fill in all blanks before
transferring letters.
The first letters, of the definitions .
spell out the Author’s name and title of the work that is quoted.
— Jackie Franke

Articles of Interest
(thanks Shirley Meech, Ted
Berman, Norma Smith, Alan
Andres, Cory Correll, Bruce
Robbins, Janet Haan, Judy
Cataldo, Sylvia Roston.)
Los Angeles Herald Examiner
"The Breed Apart" by Ava
C’Nelll, pp. 12, 14, 15,
October 15, 1972.
((interview with five
batchelors, the first
being George Takei, who
talks mostly about the
double heritage of the
Japanese-American.))

Scholastic Voice, "Star Trek
Contest Winners," April 30?
1973, .pp. 16-19, 24.
(("Science Fiction and
Star Trek" by Bridget
Mintz’ "Why Star Trek
Lives" by Kathi Swan,
"Spock: A Character
Sketch" by Diane LaPage.
"The Human Half Escapes 1
by Tom Hammond, ."The End
of Talus IV" by Michael
Gotberg, and "Pike Thinks
His Way Out," by Steven
Johnson- The. "teacher’sedition" accompanying the
issue includes a descri-p.tion of T-Negative and a
summary .oi’"a letter I ■
sent them/ suggesting that
"trekkies" is an insult
ing term.))

•35The (Hollywood) Staff, March 23, 1973, "Visual Communication"
by J.E. Holland, pp. 15-18.
((Article about a photography teacher, Kirk Kirkpatrick.
Illos include one photo, p. 17, taken by one of his
students, Leonard Nimoy.))

Baltimore Sun, March 25, 1973, "'Star Trek' now an odyssey of the
mind," by Daniel Goldman, Section D, pp. 1, 3«
((Article about NY STcon and some U. of Maryland students
who wrote a parody of ST and performed it at the con.
Illoed with a photo of the play.))

Blue and Gold, "Star Bleep" by Cory Correll,
etc., 1973.
((satire.))

April 13; May 9;

Western Photographer (San Diego), "The Actor as Photographer:
Leonard Nlmoyrn~MajF’1973, Vol. 13 No. 5, by Joyce Wldoff, pp. 2-3.
((An account of Nimoy's interest in photography.
Illoed by
six photos from Nimoy's You and I and one publicity shot of
him.))
San Francisco Examiner and Chronicle, May 20, 1973; "Trekkies -TV's Fervid Groupies," by Susan Berman ((no relation)), Sunday
Scene, p. 4.
((Condescendingly cute report of a discussion by Dorothy
Heydt, Jerold Jacks, Don Simpson, Jim Thomas, and George
Barr on the reasons for ST's popularity.
Illoed with a
publicity photo of Spock and photos of Heydt and Jacks.))

Miami News, May 23, 1973, "Our Hearts Still need to trek among
the stars," by Ralph Bennett (Copley News Service), p. 7B.
((Essay suggested by his attending Equicon.
He argues that
the idealism ST inspires in its audience is similar to what
politicians should attempt to inspire in life.))
Canadian Film Theatre & TV Motion, May-June 1973, "Captain Kirk
Doesn't Live Here Any More" by P.M. Evanchuck, pp. 28-31•
((interview with Shatner -- some standard material, some
interesting anecdotes about movies he's been in.
Illoed by
photos of some of Shatner's roles.))
Show, June 1973, "New High, TV Sci-fi," by Robert Allen Levine,
PP. 36-39.
((interview with Roddenberry about his new projects --- more
detailed than similar newspaper articles.
Quote to compre
with Enquirer article below: Roddenberry: "NBC requested a
new pilot ~(~C6f ST)) be submitted.
Paramount replied that
the rebuilding of the sets and replacement of the costumes
and props would cost $750,000.
At this price, they would
proceed only if NBC would order four shows.
NBC nixed the
whole thing, and I went on a vacation to dream up something
now." Illoed with two photos of Robert Foxworth as "Questo
and one of Percy Rodriguez in "Genesis II.1,))
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Boston Globe, June 6, 1973> "Night Watch" by Percy Shain.
((Interview with Roddenberry when he received honorary
doctorate from Boston's Emerson College.
Usual info.))

Florida Enquirer, July 1, 1973, "14,000 Enquirer Readers Write in
Support of Reviving 'Star Trek'/1 by Iain Calder.
((Followup on response to an earlier article., March 4.
Quote to compare with Show article above: Paramount
executive Frank Wright: "It's a remarkable mail response.
Paramount is certainly ready to undertake a new 'Star Trek'
series if NBC gives us the go-ahead.
We still have the
costumes, props and sets." Illoed with photo of Shatner,
Roddenberry, Wright, and an NBC man with sacks of mail.))

U. of MN DaJAy, July 6, 1973, "Equicon '73: reviving Star Trek,"
by J. Robert "Tebbel, pp. 9? 14, 15.
((Con report, describing the fashion show, the costume
ball, and a couple of the exhibits, also some Impressions
of con-goers.
Moderately snide.))

Associated Press (various papers and titles), mid-July interview
with Nimoy by Jay Sharbutt.
((Reports on his interest in flying his own plane.
Nimoy
discusses several topics briefly: the work he's done.
other than Spock, his awareness of being still identified
with the role, his preference for playing not himself in a
role but lots of different roles.))
Newsday, February 23, 1973, "A trek back for Star Trek?" by
Dennis Duggan.
((Article about the 2nd NY STcon and the possibility of a
return of ST to tv.
Illoed with photo of Kang and Kirk.))

Fantastic, September 1973, "Editorial" by Ted White, pp. 4,
123'11‘HB’.”
((Bulk of editorial is made up of a pro-ST letter by Les
Cammer and an anti-Genesis II letter by Michael Girsdansky.))
(additional tnx: Ted Schulz)

One day Mr. Spock was quite ill..
Doc wanted to give him a pill.
But Kirk said, "Forget it."
So he got the credit
For Spock's not receiving a bill.
-- Judy Warner
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Reviews

Publisher1s Weekly, August 193 1968, "Paperbacks, Nonfiction,
anonymous, p. 79"The Making of Star Trek. . . . Gene Roddenberry first had the
idea for a 'Star Trek* television series in 1960j the program
premiered on NBC in September 1966.
This book gives an exhaus
tive picture of the myriad obstacles that had to be surmoun e
between conception and telecast.
In scores of letters, memos,
taped interviews, first drafts and story analyses, the tremen ous
job of mounting a TV series is graphically presented.
1mding^a
studio, writing a shooting script, checking the sci-fic verisi
militude, casting making a pilot film, selling the show to a ne
work, nursing a stable of writers, and the 1001 production p
lems that cropped up in creating a whole new spaceship won .
Stephen Whitfield was busy all over the sets and in^ the 11 es.* •
and he seems to have included every piece of Roddenoerry corre
pondence in this long book.
But, for would-be TV writers,^
directors and producers, this will be an education in 1
polished b.pt non-varnlshed look at how TV really works.
p g
of photos."

The Village Voice,

tv column by Daniel Goldberg,

October 5;

1972,

7* ' ^2
"Television like old Hollywood, has evolved a paradoxical
art form.
The things that seem at first the blandest and
0
contrived are frequently the best since their very olandness and
contrivance allow them to sneak in a complicated message.
0
Trek,' whose characters at first may have seemed agonizingly
cardboard, was such a show.
It became the object 01 a c
even today grows and whose continued pressure on hnu may J,
result in it being one of the very few dramatic series to be
revived. Despite unspectacular ratings, the intensity 0
Trek's' fans kept it on the air for three years.
Channel 11
telecasts re-runs on weeknights at 9,
"The five-year mission of the star ship Enterprise 1
seek out new life forms and to journey into previously unexplored
parts of the uni'serse.'
The ship holds several hundre . peop
and thus enough variables for most episodes to take.place on
board.
Producer Gene Roddenberry, like any good science fiction
author, placed great emphasis on believability and also tried to
use his vision of the future to make statements about, mankind.
(The action is set in the 22nd century, I think.)
Part oi the
fun of watching is to notice the attention to aeoail -- u ux’1
tic bottles and even medical operating instruments.
u.he ere
a
self-consciously balanced to show the message chat mankind had
overcome prejudice.
High-ranking members of the crew are iU°sian African, Japanese, etc.
Women are portrayed in highranking positions also -- interesting since 'Star Trek' was
made before woman's lib consciousness had entered tv land.
PP
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"William Shatner, as James Kirk., commander of the ship., is
marvelous; one-dimenslonally earnest, he is a perfect tv hero -Intelligent, compassionate, resourceful, and above all strongwilled.
Since several episodes involve strange mind-affecting
beings, travel in time, extreme temptation, emotional manipula
tion, and constant confrontation with death, the viewer gets to
see the captain's limitations -- and, since he is such a strong
man, mankind's as well.
One of my favorite episodes involves
some‘form of radiation that separates Kirk into his good and evil
natures.
(("Enemy Within."))
It turns out that his good half,
which is still in charge of the ship while his evil half is kept
imprisoned, is experiencing a loss of will power, the raw animal
strength that his selfish evil half possesses.
The dramatization
of Kirk struggling with his evil self is phenomenal.
Star Trek
used the cream of science fiction writers, resulting in the
best-written scripts of television drama of their time.
Another
show has the Enterprise fighting with an alien space ship, when
suddenly both ships are halted by an unknown power, which does
not allow war.
(("Arena"))
The two captains are whisked away to
an abandoned planet to fight it out.
After Kirk struggles to
victory over the alien captain, he refuses to kill him.
The
power returns Kirk to the Enterprise and tells him, ’'your species
may develop into something good in a couple of thousand years.
"Mr. Spock, played by Leonard Nimoy, is half-human and half
Vulcan.
His personality is dominated by the latter, an evolution
of life that is completely logical in behavior.
Thus he shows no
emotion and claims to feel none, but his computer-like mind is an
Invaluable asset to the Enterprise.
NBC was so scared of the
Spock character (he's the one with the funny ears -- remember?)
that he was almost eliminated from the show.
That he became its
most popular character was completely unexpected.
In early epi
sodes of 'Star Trek,' Spock's emotionlessness is the subject of
derision and breast-beating by the human crew members who despise
his dispassion in crises.
In later shows, among the best, the
friendship between Spock and the Captain is a major theme.
"There were several lousy 'Star Trek' episodes, incidentally,
where the plots lost all credibility, or dragged out a 20-minute
idea through a full hour of predictable plot spirals.
But
over-all, the 'Star Trek' series is the best dramatization of
science fiction in any medium during the last 10 years.
Several
of its scripts won Hugo awards, the science fiction prize that
previously had never been given to a tv show ((error: "Twilight
Zone" won three Hugos)), and its pilot is in the Smithsonian
Institute, the only tv series so honored.
By the way, the use of
color in 'Star5 Trek' is pleasantly surreal.
"It's hard to imagine that any of this fall's new entries
will be as daring, as intellectually stimulating, or even as
entertaining as 'Star Trek.'
It was one of the '60s' true
works of art."

((more reviews next time.))

What Have They Done To My Models?
by Richard G. Van Treuren

Last time the Enterprise model was re-released, the letters
of NBC TV had been removed from the box along with the nacelle
Illumination from the model itself.
This time the box is t e
same, but the two bulbs the model had originally have been re
moved.' The instruction sheet has been reprinted without any
reference to light bulbs, making four different versions o
e
instructions .
Re-releasing the Klingon kit showed courage on AMT's part;
the model had not done very well the first time arouno.
1 e
has been dressed up by removing any reference to NBv and aaaing
the "STAR TREK Jacket" offer; the cover painting lost us large,
Saturn-like planet and gained a tiny Federation starship.
Inside, it's the same story: no lights, and a new instructi
sheet.

These changes are no problem for the determined builder,
as the molds were not modified; graln-of-wheat ^ulos can easi y
be installed in any way desired.
(A source of Illumina ion .
the bridge was never correct anyway.) The translucent nace
caps that were eliminated before represent the biggest cna
eng ,
they are difficult to manufacture.
Rummaging through old,
out-of-the-way hobby shops in hopes of finding the
old versi n
of the Enterprise kit is hopeless, because the old cannot oe
distinguished from the new by looking at the box.
Then, of course, there is the Mr. Spock model, the manifes
tation of the "Trouble With Tribbles" Trekkie image that evo ved
in the rerun years.
While it may be insulting oo buy u.ie moc.e ,
things can be done with it.
I threw away the stand wish i s
ridiculous monster and assembled Spock by himself, billing
.
gaping cracks with putty.
(Care must be taken to prevent/ the
tiny details from being wiped out.)
The Spock section ^an /
made to stand by itself; save the boots for last; cut of.
tne
tabs that would have fit into the stand, and sand the soles
smooth.
Then, using a liberal amount of glue, insert tne boots
and stand the model up.
When you find the point where tne
figure balances and stands alone, brace it and wait ior the glue
to dry.
Also, a small chip of balsa or plastic can be glueo to
the top of the incomplete communicator; a coat of gold pain a
o
the final touch to the radio.
After the glue and paint have
dried, Mr. Spock can be set up in any locale.
(and the sing e
figure is a lot easier to hide in a hurry.)

The molds of the Enterprise and Mr. Spock were rented to
Aurora Plastics, who released the models in England.
Ihe Spoc
kit avpears to be different, with its deep, square box and.large
instruction sheet; but even though the pictures are sometimes
printed backwards, it is the same kit moulded in black plasuic.
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As the premiere of the animated series draws near, one
wonders what will happen in the model department.
There might
be yet another re-release, this time with the starships drawn
as they will appear in animation.
One thing is certain: the
new series has sealed the fate of the present shuttlecraft.
Though the full-size mock-up may yet be restored, and the
professional model located and fixed up, the only^
raodels
of that ship will be those fans like myself have bui-ut.
since
the Sharp little shuttle looks too much like a butter disn in
cartoon form, the design has been changed.

Of course, as the new'craft is to be designed.oy ^^t
feries himself, it will probably be rather impressive.
ne
new series catches on, there may even be a model of it.
er.ap
there will also be more figure models or even a ..cast group
standing in a model of one of the sets.
A Short Vulcon Report

((reprinted from the Despatch of the Mark Lenard fan cluo -which I've been running for a few months now, taking over from
Maureen Wilson.
Lenard’s roles have included the Romulan.
Commander, Sarek, and — for D.C. Fontana's Yesteryear in
animation -- the voice of Sarek.
Membership is $1.50/year lor
three bulletins and a yearbook. -- RB))
It was held as scheduled in New Orleans June 22-24, and I
had a fine time as fan guest of honor.
Gene Roddenoerry, .. .
Fontana, and David Gerrold were there to talk about the animated
ST, the possibility of eventually getting back a live SI, and .
GR's other projects (mainly "Genesis II and p,uestor ).
A trial
version of the opening credits of the animated.version was shOA’n,
and I found it very impressive.
It's not a fair sample, of
course, because the opening credits are space scenes, with no
people to be drawn -- but at least the space snots.are excellent,
and I'm looking forward to seeing what the whole will be like.

I took part in a panel on various aspects of Si fanoom,
along with Jacqueline Lichtenberg, David Gerrold, and Captain
Kirk
(Captain Pierre D. Kirk of the U.S. Army Transport Corps,
For more Information see his letter in the preface of #0 of the
and ”
Laura Basta asked if I
Bantam ST collections.;) Margaret —
---"-’”7</gtar Trek Association
would make an announcement about the STAR
$4 for
for Revival) organization and their newsletter soar-_oorne
membership including
" "" ig packet of information and 12 issues of
the newsletter, or S2 for eight issues 01 che newsletter only).
the newsletter
I said no -- they should come up and be part of the panel, too.
So they did.
At the banquet, I gave a slide show and talked
about the effects ST has had on me and my writing.

There was a good selection of films running almost constant
ly: a few ST episodes, the ST bloopers, "Genesis II," "2001, '
"Forbidden Planet," "Destination Moon," "Things to Come" (as
usuaj, its "ever outward" ending set me weeping), etc.
Met some old friends and some new ones and spent so.much
time gabbing with people I never really got around to doing any
sight -seeing.

T-Waves

ETTERS

from D.C. Fontana ((June 5? 1973))

This is just a quick note to keep you and your^fanzine
readers apprised of what is happening on "Star.Trek in animation.
We have all but one of our sixteen scripts assigned.
David Gerrold, Margaret Armen, Stephen Kandel, and Larry Brody have ceen
asked to do second scripts.
The quality of the. stories has oeen
excellent, and we believe that fans will find the mood and tone
of "Star Trek" IN ANIMATION much like the original filmed version.
I can also relay the happy news that both Nichelle Nichols
and George Takei are rejoining us and will be doing.tne voices
of .Uhura and Sulu in all episodes.
To alternate witn the
characters of Uhura and Sulu, two new aliens have oeen create ,
a femaTe”felinoid communications officer named M'Ress and a
male tripodal navigator named Arex.
Both are lieutenants.
hus,
in those scripts where Uhura and Sulu might be limited to four
lines of "Yes sir" and "no sir" and "hailing frequencies open,
sir," we will be using the alien characters instead.
Tne stories
in which Uhura and Sulu appear (at least 12 of the 16/ wi-1 see
them in roles that are meaningful.
We have been most fortunate in our guest voices.
Mark
Lenard has recreated the role of Sarek in my script,
resuerye^r
Roger C. Carmel has recreated Harcourt Fenton Mudd in Steve andel's script, "Mudd's Passion." And Stanley Adams again played
Cyrano Jones in David Gerrold's script, "More Tribbles, More
Troubles." David himself did the voice of Korax^in his script.
We have also used the voice of Ed Bishop, star of UFO, as the
Megan Prosecutor in Larry Brody's script, 'The Magicks ox
Megas-Tu." We anticipate having Ed back to do other roles.
..n
Margaret Armen's script, "The Lorelei Signal,
Nicnexle Lichols
and'Majel Barrett did all the women’s voices.
Also in Ine
Lorelei Signal," Jimm Joohan sings the Welsh love song he sang
for fans at the New I rk convention and Equicon.
He hao a plea
sant voice, and we th^nk fans will be pleased with cnis extia

little bonus.

-42((and a letter from DCF July 10))

It is my unhappy duty to announce the death of a prominent
member of the "Star Trek" "family."
Mr. Gene L. Coon passed away early Sunday morning, July 8.
He was afflicted with lung cancer, but did not know it.
He was
hospitalized only a few days, and his death was both suaden and
peaceful.
Those of us who worked with him and knew him as a friend
will miss him greatly.
Vie know his work was aomiied by
_ many
fans.
If anyone would wish to do so, we would like to suggest
that a donation in Gene's memory be made to any local chapter
of the Cancer Society.
If you do make a donation, ask co
the American Cancer Society's memorial program, so Gene s widow
will know you thought of him.
The address at which she can be
notified Is c/o Star Trek Enterprises, TO Box 69^70, Los Angeles

California 90069.

((Variety notes: "One of the leading forces in the Writers Guild
Coon was part of the negotiating committee during the recent
strike.
Producer-writer for the 'Star Trek'.series, Coon, _ong
time Universal Studios contractee, was associated with most; 01
the top teleseries, including 'Wagon Train'.
Coon wrote or
co-authored "Arena," "Space Seed," "A Taste of Armageddon,
"The Devil in the Dark, " "Errand of Mercy,
Jho Mourns ±or
„
Adonais?" "The Apple," "Metamorphosis," "A Piece of the Action,
and "Bread and Circuses." Under the pseudonym Lee Cronin he
e "Spock's Brain" and "Spectre of the Gun and the outlines
for "Let That Be Your Last Battlefield" and. "Wink of an.Eye.
rote the teleplay "Questor" from GR's story and seriesconcept
Who mourns for Adonais?,..
The One remains, the many change and pass;
Heaven's light forever shines, Earth's shadow
Life, like a dome of many-coloured glass,
Stains the white radiance of Eternity,
Until Death tramples it to fragments....
The soul of Adonais, like a star,
Beacons from the abode where the Eternal are.
-- Shelley, "Adonais. )

from Cathy Anderson,

3624 June Ave North,

Robbinsdale MN 55422

I was watching "Love -- American Style" early this season,
and on a short story, "Love and the Spaced-out Chick,
the ।
woman, who was from another planet, haci a costume like Raia s
("Spock's Brain"), her father's costume was like the men's in
"Wink of an Eye," and in the end the father held up a weapon
which was unmistakeably a Klingon handgun.

-43from Bruce Robbins, RO Box 396 Station B Montreal 110 PQ Canada

I stopped off at the movies one day to unwind, and when a.
short feature about the Army came on I started to daydream until
I caught a "Star Trek" reference.
I then paid attention to t^e
rest of the feature.
It's called "Running Jump," a National-film
Board of Canada film, made for the Canadian Armed Forces.
It
recounts recent war games manouevres at Camp Gagetown in New
Brunswick.
During the evening relaxing of the invaders called,
so help me, "Fantasians, " there are some jokes in English cibou
the food cooking, then one soldier picks up a walkie-talkie and
in French says, "Spock to Enterprise -- Spock to Enterprise -Beam us up at once -- Beam us up at once." This^was a mild wis
to be out of the war games.
The lucky ones get °killed ear. y
and can leave the battlefield and relax on the sidelines.

from A.E. LaVelle,

845 Bryn Mawr Ave, Newtown Square PA 19073

I appreciate the mention of our club,"Space-Time Continuum,
but some of your information was out of date.
Our dues^are
.p
and applications go to me, not to Regina.
(Also o op stamps/
year, in the US.
Dues for non-US, $3-50.)
from Vicki Kirlin,

524 North 76 Street,

Omaha Nebraska 68114

Would you put in a note for my fanzine, Berengaria?. #1
has ST-Rennox Four, Tiny Bit of Trouble, Apostasy, The Oiri
of Your Dreams, SF-The Uncovered, Drifting, etc.
#2 has biThe Lost Child, More About Rennox Four, etc.
$1.25 each, plus
25^ postage.
Contributions welcomed and needed.
Please do not
send any Tribbles, "not even one -- remember they're born
pregnant," Confederate money, Klingons or Romulans.
nill accep
any Vulcan named Spock, any Captain named Kirk, and any slightly
used Starship that may need an overhaul.
from Becky Baggett,

Rt 3 Box 587-A5 Raleigh NC 27603

I'm starting a science fiction/Star Trek fanzine, Sol_ ILI_.
I'll welcome any literary or artistic contributions.
±ssue
One should be out by next February.
from Matt Harris, 429 Bradley, Jackson MI 49201

I was surprised to find out that NBC considers 10.30 late

Saturday morning.
I will soon be publishing my fanzine Parakletq_s.
If
anyone wants to reserve a copy, please send me a stamped return
envelope.
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from Shirley Maiewski, RFD Hatfield, South Deerfield MA 01373

T-N #20.
I am enjoying it -- as always.
With one exception
-- I do not like the cover.
Except for the Enterprise in the top
corner.
I don't like to criticize, when I know I couldn't begin
to do better.
But it jars -- makes McCoy ugly!
The rest of
the artwork, I like. The article about the Film Convention was
most interesting.
Imagine a con where things run on schedule!
Must'go to one of those sometime.
I liked the story "Dard" (an odd name, by the way.-- much
more sensible than a "Peggy" or a "Virginia".or something, 200
plus years from now).
I have a few reservations about it -that wolf should have killed Kirk, when the captain captured
Dard -- but of course then we'd have no captain and no story.
Secondly, where did Kirk go? Why didn't the wolf smell him out?
Otherwise it is enjoyable reading.
One question? .How do you
housebreak a wolf on a starship? Especially one without news
papers?- Oh.
Sorry!
And how do four people write one story?
That might be a story in itself.

from Jacqueline Lichtenberg, 9 Maple Terrace Monsey NY 10952
I've been watching "Have Gun; Will Travel1 reruns here, and
there are quite a few (I think 4 so far) scripts oy GR.
Last
night I saw one which was about a priest named Robert April -a generous, strong, brave, and perhaps somewhat over-trusting
man, who died saving the life of an escaped convict.. He was
the "only" man whom Paladin really respected, so much so that
Paladin refrained from killing the convict.
I don't think
he was canny enough to make a good starship captain.. I
waited on pins and needles to see if it was a GR script.when
taey rolled the credits.
I just knew it coulon't be coinci
dence, and it wasn't.

I have found that I enjoyed the GR episodes of.that show
more than any others.
They have a sort of savage vibrance tnau
the other scripts lack.
I've also been watching reruns oi
"Lost in Space," which I could never stomach first run.
But.
the kids are watching it, and I can't help watching some of it.
I've found I've developed a critical detachment.
I can dissect
them without wincing if I keep asking myself what's wrong. and
how would ST (or any good drama) have made that same point
without the hokey.

What bothers me is that I'm not terribly good at defining
the difference between LIS and ST.
It's not just the unimagina
tive and implausible sets and props -- ST had some far-fetcned
backgrounding, too.
It's not just the idiotic dialogue, or
unsubstantiated motivations, "thin" storyline, etc.; ST had
some of that, too.
The acting isn't all that bad, either.
So
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what is the defining trait? How do you avoid writing a LiS type
I
story? How do you know when you've got good drama or hokey?
I
can't
define
it!
can see it, feel it, judge bit, but
from Pat Gildersleeve, 1861 Dakota

Lincoln Nebraska 68502

I ran across a note on ST in Television for
edition: "Expensive sets and elaborate production, p
~
performances and strongly written scripts, make ni
x
ambitious entry in the season's network schedule.
1 .
d in
material is frightening.
Violence and horror a^® P
.
graphic detail.
The space gadgetry is vivid an
P ~ Trek”is
Plots and ; characterizations are well develope .
jhowever
most certainly unsuitable for younger children.
*
have an Interest for mature teens and adults.
•
their more
suspect It, but they actually gave "Star Trek one of their morenthusiastic ratings; there was very little tha
‘
or
liked in the 1967 season.
Anything with crime, yiolen ,
scary effects was automatically downgraded as eing bad for
children.
In browsing through this book, I.was surprised to see how
Some of the
many programs in 1967 had a science fiction sian .
Space, My
other titles were: Invaders, Invisible an^ng. g
k has not_the
Favorite Martian (Stephen Whitfield was w series), Outer Limits,
first alien to be starred in a television
Space Patrol,
Rocky Jones Space Ranger, Science Fiction Theate
__
Time Tunnel, Twilight Zone, Voyage to the Bottom of 11,. Sea
and this doesn't Include all the kiddie cartoon shows
e ships,
Looking at this list, it s no wonaei
etc
ships etc.
space(and
robots
_
much of the public) had a built-in PJ®^^
the critics
against
another science fiction series.
(Actually, Twiligh
Zone was often pretty good.)
from Burt Llbe, PO Box 1196, Los Altos California 9*022
.
rx
i-i
Uzx.r/i'f-ic!s ncomments
mrim r* n t a re
r ry
Regarding
Dorothy
Heydt
r Ma Ji e 1 Rodden be
to
do s
being thinner and shorter in person -- i
order to photowith the way they photograph
It seems that n' d
very
eranh properly an actress must be Extremely Thin ana usually « y
S^kio^lson also made some ^ar
Nichelle Nichols. When I met Barbara Eden (my favorite Jeannie )
she was much shorter than I had e*P3cfc^,^%
Y
thin (thought about reprimanding Mr.
poor wife'I
I was worried that she would be unrecognizaoie in
the picture we took together.
However, ^^ara Eden came
looking more beautiful than ever, and I came out looking .1
hell!
Anyone know how this phenomenon occurs;
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from Louis Zocchi, 338 Montana, Victorville California 92392

Would you announce: I used to sell "Star Trek" games, buu
have discontinued them.
They are no longer avail able^a u
price.
However, I am selling a similar game, "Alien Space
($4), with the ST names and ship drawings eliminated.
Alien
Space has more goodies than did the old game.
I also sexi a
"Lensman" game for $5^ as well as other battle or computer games,

from Gennie Summers, Route 2 Box 135, Cassville Missouri 05625
"Lard": Kirk and McCoy almost switch identities.. McCoy "so
much nicer than this captain"?? I can't help contrasting i.hi^
story with "Miri"; she was like a frightened little animal,. too,
and it was Kirk's winsome charms that won her confidence, wnile
McCoy stood by.
But Lard did not meet the captain under txoe . oest
of circumstances, to say the least -- made for an amusing twis^.
I liked the description "The flow of words which had been held
in check for such a long time came flooding out so violently
that Kirk almost stuffed the gag back in."
Now that's tne real
McCoy!
That comment by Arthur Harkins quoted in your. Articles of
Interest": "Captain Kirk goes to bed with a woman in almost
every show." I read this to my yO-yv old mother.
Wh-a-at??
They never showed anything like that!" was her reaction.
- ve
got this picture in my head of some dirty old man who never saw
"Star Trek" before.
On hearing this, he tunes in the next Si
program, expectantly.
The episode is "Tne Coiovmice Maneuver,
"Balance of Terror," "Galileo Seven" -- shall I go on? You get
the idea.
Nobody gets closer to the captain than perhaps a
female yeoman who hands him a report to sign.
Our d.o.m. keeps
wondering "Where’s the girl? Where's the girl?
If he expected
anything to happen between Kirk and the dutiful and duSvant
Uhura he is disappointed.
Unless it's Pla go's. Stepchildren,
in which case he says, "Dag-nab it, they xaded them ouc.
,
Or maybe there is a beautiful guest-star, and our d.o.m. Wuicheo
with protruding eyes, but it's "The Lights of Zetar,
or ihis
Side of Paradise," or "The Menagerie" -- It's somebody else's
girl
Next time he gets lucky: "The Conscience of the King,
"Gamesters of Triskelion" -- Kirk's kissing her -- now his eye
balls bulge.
But that's the end of it, as far as what's actually
shown.
He's watching "Dagger of the Mind" with eyes on stalks,„
hut the blame girl keeps resisting him!
In "Bread and Circuses
Ki’^k gathers the slave girl into his arms, but then -- (Do you
think. Kirk takes full advantage of a poor slave girl who is
ordered to "please him"? It has to depend on your own concept of
the captain’s character) — the camera pans up to the chandelier,
which slowly goes out, and we see the captain alone on a couch
which is only wide enough for one!
„
(("Never mind how wide the couch is -- how high is the ceiling?
a d.o.m.))

-47In "Catspaw" Sylvia tears herself from him and holds him at
arm's length.
''There is no fire in your mind!
she cries.
o
our c.o.m. snaps off his TV and goes to an X-rated^movie•
There's a wide gulf between my mother's ideas and uhat of
Arthur Harkins.
You see what you want to see.
Or as^Thoreau
put it, "It's not what you look at, but what you see.
.
what your Imagination can do for you -- or to_ you.
1 m ju
as glad ST left it that way.
from Sarah Thompson, 225 Culpepper Road, Lexington Kentucky 40502

((on being asked to discuss Sulu))

What aspects of Oriental culture do I find demonstrated in
Mr. Sulu? Well, none, really, except perhaps his gift for tact
fulness and apparent ease in handling social situations.
i
seems to be basic Takei, like most vx
of nr.
Mr. Sulu's personality
personali y
xxuvx. we have seen of
.x it).
Whether
is
(what little
Whether in
in either
either case
case it
i
merely a pleasant personal idiosyncracy or is the resul
oi
contact, however indirect, with a social system much more com
plicated (in terms of formal etiquette and nuances of re a i n
ships) than the one in which the individual is presently ip
ting, I would not venture to guess.
Probably my remar aouu
finding him interesting because of my interest m tne
ri 1
cultures was misleading.
Actually I just think he s.extre . j
good looking, but as lechery is often considered an igno
motive, one feels obliged to proffer some other explanation.

We are told that Mr. Sulu is of mixed ancestry, Predomi
nantly Japanese; but I have often wondered abouv tne_uni^2»
elements.
The peculiar thing is that Sulu_ is not a
apa..- - indeed, it is quite unpronounceable in Japanese, ^as the languag
contains no 1.
The 1 might be a transcription of Japanese r,
which sounds notoriously l_-like to foreigners, but there
Japanese proper name remotely resembling Suru, either.
ne
word suru is a common verb meaning "to do. "
In my atlas,
refers to: a river in northwestern China; also an archipelago,
the province containing it, and an adjoining sea, all Ln
Mr. Sulu's ancestor must have been a very
Philippines.
Making
of Star Trek says "mixed Oriental and rill
lot indeed!
so“t“must be* the archipelago.
pino background
I am still curious as to where Gene Roddenberry, or whoever,
encountered the name.
I have yet to find any other examp e o i
as a personal name, but then I've never known of any present-day
individual named Uhura (or even Uhuru) either.
Perhaps this is
a similar case of an invented personal name derived from some
other appropriate source.
One wonders why Mr. Sulu emphasizes the Japanese portion of
his background (more, at least, than any of the other parts,.
though I doubt that he gives it more than an occasional passing
thought; in fact, I find the fannish references connecting him

•
5
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with clich6d aspects of Japanese culture rather galling).
Per
haps it is simply the most easily identifiable^ He is probably
conforming to the tendency., displayed by all o_ the other,
characters in greatly varying degrees., to maintain some simple,
almost stereotypical evidence of ethnic identity to counteract
the boredom of a basically homogeneous culture.
One could even
use this as an explanation for certain slip-ups,in,the marginal
literature with respect to his probable unfamiliarity with
old-fashioned Oriental culture.
I was thinking particularly o
a reference in one of the Blish books (I think; I can t imd i
now) to the use of a traditional Japanese ghost-blocking screen,
a bit of esoterica which I doubt very much that such a tnorougniy
Westernized individual as Mr. Sulu would ever have,neard o .
e
might, however, assume that he had coincidentally just found ou
about the thing and was showing off his newly-acquired ethnic
knowledge.
If "Star Trek" is really being re-run in Japan, it will be
Interesting to see their reaction to a character of such diverse
background and interests as Mr. Sulu, played by such a
ypica y
Jnpanese-looking individual as George Takei.
The Japanese ar
about the most chauvinistic people around.
One is either uapa
nese or Not.
The latter category includes all other Asians, as
well as blacks, whites, Vulcans, Romulans, Klingons, Gorns,
Hortas, and other sentient creatures, on approximately equa_

terms.
from Claude D. Plum, Jr., PO Box 531, Los Angeles CA 90028

The Teratoid Guide is a listing of hundreds of,magazines
dealing with fantasy, science fiction, and horror films.
Li
Ings for many "Star Trek" zines, also.
Magazines from u,ngla d,
France, Spain, Argentina, and West Germany are lis^ea.
<|>1. 5-

from Sharon Emily, RR 3 Box 224, Rockport Indiana 47635
Spockulatlons '70 published Norma Smith's short story,
"Stay!," about a young woman from 19^9 who was accidentally
transported to the USS Enterprise., The story ended as she faced
a terrible choice: should she remain in the future to help Sarek
(who had become a widower) or take her only chance to return to
her own era -- which might mean that Sarek would die? With
Norma's approval, another author has written a continuation of
this story, "The Misfit," It is 2C0 pages long.
To reserve a
copy send $3, a stamoed return envelope, and two op stamps to
Sharon Emily/ It will probably be mimeographed and have illus
trations.
Around the first of the year (I hope), I 11 either
write those who' ve contributed to tell them when Txie Misfic
(if there
there is
is not
not enougn
enough response
response to
will be ready or (if
uu justify
printing the story in a one-shot fanzine) return the contributlons.

(cont. p. 50)
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REVIEW
UNDER
by Carol Pruitt Ing
(22 Centre Street #9, Cambridge Massachuseets 02139)
In T-N 16, I stated that I would not review a zine unless
the editor requested it.
Does the appearance on my doorstep ox
trekzine in a plain brown wrapper constitute such a reques ■
am currently operating under the gross assumption tha
i
?
but do realize that I may inadvertently review a foundling,
request: will editors submitting their zines for review p e
state that purpose?
(Just to ease my mind.) Warning
e
"review" on the zine or envelope is quite sufficient.
y
•
same column, I requested that zines not be submitted
In the
would
be available for some time (or unless a suo
unless they
1 a line
quent issue of similar description was forthcoming;.
time
from
four
months
to
a
minimum
of
six
montn
•
up the lead
work schedule (the month of May
What with my periodically hectic
------- - .
,,
galloped by in a great multi-colored swirl
H -i
front half of June), and Ruth's irregular publishing
*■
will
it's very difficult to predict when the next review column ill

appear.

STAR TREK TODAY #5 -- 30^ from Jim Meadows III, 62 Hemlock
- • "
Legible repro (mimeo on legal-size
Street, Park Forest IL 60466.
17 op.
STT is an "irregular" publication of the Uni e
paper).
Federation of ST Fans, but is also available to non-memoer
30^ each (including back issues) or seven for two do_la
(I
This issue begins, with .a we-s.nt-you-thi.-bjMU^g
it
got a copy because VThls unit must survive. ,
is a short, easy step to the logical conclusion
this is an
old-school trekzine.
In the time warp from whence this puolxcation emerged, ST is not yet a Cause, and the editors a e on t
easy-going side of the STIAWOL/STIJAGH battle.
They can t spell
worth a damn, and they've never heard of Jacqueline Lichtenberg.
In other words, it's the sort of zine you can relax with.

The lead story is part one of Till Woman ..mile ..
P
Lt. Cdr. Kerenon Grant, is a beautiful, scatterbrained
tagonist
female psychiatr:1st (author Jeanne Butler appears to be a Hale
____ j—
q.c; Spock,
much to the
Chauvinist Pig) who_ constantly
befuddles
oj.; .. _
. z.--------- perhaps
delight of McCoy, et al.
We've seen all this oeiore
part two will take us into new territory.
A nit-picking °hoer
tion: a lieutenant commander would be addressed as Commander
rather than as "Lieutenant."

Also included is part three of another serial (by_editor
Meadows), in which Kirk, Spock, and Scott are trapped in a series
of parallel universes.
There are no complete suones, at least
in this issue.
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About half the zine consists of editorials, open letters
(explaining that former editor Eric Wolff had gafiated but is now
back, sort of), brief articles, and news items, including a^
Noreascon report.
I received the review copy in Feoruary,.out
believe it was published last fall (there is no date); this
makes the con report only about a year late -- not too oad for a
fanzine (unless you're Locus).
Then there's a page or so of
reviews, including one of the late ST Battle.Manual (see nex
review) and one of Masiform D 2, which I reviewed in 1- i.
Interesting to compare our descriptions.
Meadows also reviews
numbers 5, 6, and 7 of Blish's travesties, with the conclusion
"we are being used." Hear, hear.
BATTLE MANUAL FOR ALIEN SPACE -- $4.00 from Lou Zocchi,
388 Montana, Victorville CA 92392.
Professional repro (photo
offset).
12 pp. plus playing sheets.
This is essentially a "war game" manual, which I would not
ordinarily review.
However, such clues as terminology ( warp
one," "blazer," and "proton torpedo") indicate that this game
was designed to appeal to trekfen without infringing upon copy
rights .

The rules are far too complex to tempt a non-games type like
me, but look like fun for one with that bent (or even.for me, if
I were talked into playigg).
As for the relatively.high price,
note that the manual is offset, with a heavy-stock insert or
the playing pieces, and quite a bit of time and thought appear
to have gone into it.
I don't doubt that Zocchi is nonetheless
making a comfortable profit, but on a good product at lease.
Would make a nice present for a war-games buff or for any games
enthusiast with a trekkish bent.
T-Wa v c a (contlnued)
from Alan Andres,

RFD 2, North Berwick Maine 03>Co

When commentinr on the cast of "Genesis II"^you mentioneu
"Liam Dunn"
- "Parmen -- as a Tyranlan.
Liam oulliyan played
the role of Parmen.
Liam Dunn played । Janos, toe human ul^. e
Hunt encountered in training school.'
from Michele Citarella, 2224 Charlotte Avenue, Concord CA 94518
There is a line in the story "Dard" which struck me as kind
of funnv
McCoy rushes off to the "wardroom to tend the wounde
Spock.
Well, as an ex-Navy Officer, I.know that the wardroom on
a ship is the officers' rec room, usually dominated by a laige
pot of coffee.
As ST uses many nautical terms, it seems likely
that "wardroom" would retain its original meaning.
I can just
imagine the reaction you'd get at any Navy base to a doctor
rushing off to treat his patient in the wardroom.

